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HighTower is an industry leading financial services firm offering a unique platform that blends objective 
wealth management advice with innovative technology.  

Our dedication to transparency in wealth management for investors and comprehensive support for 
independent advisors sets us apart.   In fact, we are totally independent and supported in ways that enable 
us to view the financial lives of our clients more completely, more effectively and without distraction. A 
HighTower advisor is legally obligated to act in your best interest. 

Because HighTower Advisors are independent financial advisors who do not have an obligation to sell 
house products, their sole legal responsibility and duty is to advise their clients and provide guidance for 
their investments.

This means that providing you with an unobstructed view of the marketplace, unencumbered by the typical 
conflicts found in wirehouses, and putting your interests first is more than just a worthy ambition, it is our 
duty.

THE IMPORTANCE OF WORKING WITH A CERTIFIED EXIT PLANNING ADVISOR

The Certified Exit Planning Advisor (CEPA) Program, created in 2007, is the only program of it’s kind, making 
it the most widely accepted and endorsed professional exit planning program in the world.

Developed by nationally recognized experts in the field of exit planning, this 5-day executive MBA style 
program is taught by a faculty of nationally recognized experts in their respective fields. The CEPA Program 
offers professionals an innovative learning experience, performance-enhancing resources, and the strategic 
tools to help them advance their exit planning practice. Using an executive MBA style format, the program 
is designed around a central case study and uses a combination of lectures, group discussions, case studies 
and individual exercises to introduce business advisors to concepts and to reinforce skills.

To receive the CEPA designation, participants must complete a  rigorous 5 day program that involved 
approximately 100 hours of pre-course study, 33 hours of class room instruction, and successful completion 
of a 3.5 hour proctored examination.

About Hightower
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The Liquidity Event
 Seizing The Opportunity

A liquidity event is very uncommon—often a once in a lifetime success achieved after years of hard work and 
dedication. In fact, many business owners, concentrated stockholders or top executives can work their entire 
career without ever experiencing this type of event. As a result, many business owners find themselves 
underprepared emotionally and financially for the personal planning ramifications that often ensue as a 
result of a successful liquidity event.  

Clearly, these events provide the shareholder with the potential to accumulate substantial wealth that is very 
often life-changing. But, at the same time, a liquidity event will produce new tax and legal obstacles foreign 
to all but the most sophisticated of investors and advisors. However, if properly planned for in advance, 
many of these new challenges can be minimized or eliminated altogether. The earlier you plan – the greater 
the range of opportunities.

The reality is, most business owners focus solely on running their business and handling transaction 
details, leaving personal, financial planning issues to chance.  This approach misses what is arguably the 
most important window of time to take action: before a liquidity event is realized. The knowledge of an 
experienced financial advisory team can help business owners make the right personal planning decisions 
before and after a liquidity event, which in turn allows for a more successful outcome. 

SITUATION

ENTREPRENEUR LOOKS FOR AN EXIT

Client is in his early 60’s and would like to know 
what his options are if he would step out of his 
business in the next couple years.

GOALS

• Keep business runing for long-term legacy

• Stay involved in the growth of the business

• Increase liquidity, as over 90% of the net worth is in 

the business

• Diversify assets

• Tax minimization

SOLUTIONS

• Sell part of company to Private Equity to provide liquidity 
now and allow the owner to take a second “bite of 
the apple” if the business continues to grow. Use the 
liquidity to diversify into other non-correlated assets. 

• Developed a comprehensive, cash-flow based financial 
plan and structured the portfolio to produce a steady, 
tax-free source of income to replace employment 
income. 

• Bring in outside tax and legal counsel to:

- Ensure clients take advantage of all tax reductions available 
under tax code, including the Qualified Small Business Stock 
exclusion (Section 1202) — substantially reducing amount of 
tax due on the sale.  
 
- Utilize an irrevocable children’s trust to capture a portion 
of the clients’ lifetime exclusion to transfer assets out of the 
estate today. 

- Set up a grantor retained annuity trust (GRAT), into which 
we moced shares of securities that received a valutaion 
discount which will ultimately be a big Estate tax savings
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A liquidity event, which includes selling to private equity, management team, ESOP, an initial public offering 
(IPO), or merger and acquisition of a closely held business, requires vast amounts of time from leadership 
in two different but time-intensive roles: running the business and negotiating the numerous details of a 
successful transaction. 

While resources are spread thin, it’s easy for attention and concern for personal finances to fall by the 
wayside. Pre-liquidity planning addresses these important considerations and defines end goals early in 
the process. In the book, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, best-selling author Steven Covey 
advocates as Habit #2 to “Begin with the End in Mind”.  Just as a business owner should plan ahead for the 
future of their business, so too should they plan ahead for their personal finances.  Seizing the opportunity 
and beginning with the end in mind is precisely the objective of pre-liquidity planning.  

FUTURE CASH FLOW: A CLOSER LOOK

Pre-liquidity cash flow planning offers a detailed look at existing and future cash flow needs. For example, 
what lifestyle has an individual been living, and what are the cash flow needs in the future? An in-depth 
examination focuses on understanding previous sources of income and the present and future projected 
expense needs for the family. With proper planning. all goals are defined and understood early in the 
process, encompassing any potential increases in discretionary spending, general living expenses, and 
lump sum cash requirements that are anticipated as a result of the successful liquidity event.  Putting 
everything into context, a range of potential outcomes is generated, offering an early opportunity to resolve 
any discrepancies before the liquidity event has occurred.  Oftentimes the outcome of this type of planning 
will inform the deal structure itself as business owners understand how a potential transaction will affect 
them personally, beyond the simple knowledge of a larger bank account.

Seizing the opportunity and beginning with the end in mind is 
precisely the objective of pre-liquidity planning.

Framing End Goals Early 

“

The reality is, most business owners focus solely on running 
their business and handling transaction details, leaving personal, 
financial planning issues to chance.“
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DEVELOPING A RANGE OF OUTCOMES, ALIGNING GOALS 

Sometimes there are discrepancies between cash flow needs and what the liquidity event will provide. 
For example, an IPO might result in tens of millions of dollars, but those funds might not be immediately 
accessible. In fact, the ultimate realization of wealth in an IPO could take years to realize.  A simple rule of 
thumb, until the stock is sold and taxes are paid, it’s not spendable money.  

In the case of an acquisition event, whether for stock or cash, the outcome becomes a bit more certain but 
it is still important to gain a better understanding of the fundamental value of money today versus money in 
the future. For example, what is the potential growth of the monies received, and can the individual truly be 
financially free? 

During the pre-liquidity planning stage, a full-blown forensic view is taken to understand what cash flow 
is required to fund lifestyle, what monies are accessible today, and what monies will be accessible in the 
future. Detailed questions are asked to understand where the individual would like to be financially and to 
account for any potential tax ramifications of the liquidity event. Coordination between key advisors is a 
challenge, particularly if tax and investment counsel aren’t working together to find solutions. MK Wealth 
Management leads this process and ensures that the details are taken care of — from start to finish. We 
believe collaboration of the different professionals are all part of the implementation. It takes a village to sell 
a company.

Framing End Goals Early 

Keep in mind that planning early to reduce the effective tax rate on a 
potential transaction can be  just as important as increasing earnings 
multiple to be used in the calculation of the selling price.“
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ESTATE TAX CONSIDERATIONS

Owners and executives often inquire about the best time to plan for a liquidity event. The answer is simple: 
the sooner the better. Once a transaction is finalized, changes can no longer be made, choices are limited, 
and tax ramifications are generally locked into place. The recent trend towards higher taxation for high 
income earners places an even greater value on planning early. Individuals undergoing a liquidity event 
can generally expect to find themselves in the highest tax brackets for many years. In some circumstances, 
marginal tax rates could even exceed 50 percent!

In fact, 2013 brought some of the largest tax changes in over a decade. The American Taxpayer Relief 
Act of 2012 was signed on Jan. 2, 2013. While it made many of the Bush-era tax cuts permanent and 
created permanent tax transfer rules, it also allowed taxes on top earners to rise by more than $600 billion, 
according to a year-end tax guide published by Grant Thornton, LLP. 

For married taxpayers earning in excess of $250k, taxes for capital gains climbed from 15 to 20 percent 
in a single year. Some states, such as California, enacted additional tax hikes, with voters authorizing the 
maximum possible tax rate from 11 to 13 percent. The tax rate on the top-level federal income tax bracket 
also jumped from 35 percent in 2012 to 39.6 percent in 2013. Layered onto these taxes is the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA), adding an additional 3.8 percent to all investment income for married couples earning in 
excess of $250k. In addition, there are estate taxes to consider — which can play a significant role after a 
liquidity event. 

During the fiscal cliff negotiations, estate tax exemptions were made permanent. This includes the ability 
to pass $5,470,000* per person and $10,800,000* per married couple free of estate tax (*as of 2015). 
After that exemption, upwards of 40 percent could be exposed to federal estate taxes. Take for example, 
a married couple with a $20 million estate. The first $10,800,000 passes free of estate tax. But after the 
initial, federal tax-free transfer, $3,656,000 of the remaining $9,140,000 could be payable to the federal 
government. 

While initially $9,140,000 may be exposed to estate tax, over time this number could grow significantly, 
leaving additional wealth exposed. For younger individuals, this is even more important — as they should 
expect significant estate growth over time. For example, even a modest 3 percent compounded annual 
interest rate could take a $20 million estate to $48,545,249 over 30 years. And based on today’s estate tax 
rate that would be a tax bill to the Federal Government of over $15 million dollars! 

Owners and executives often inquire about the best time to plan for a 
liquidity event. The answer is simple: THE SOONER THE BETTER

Tax Trends And Early Planning 

“
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Fortunately, advanced strategies can be leveraged so that growth is sheltered from estate tax. Some of the 
more popular strategies include Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts (GRAT), Intentionally Defective Grantor 
Trusts (IDGT), and Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRT). Through early planning, a wide variety of tools are 
available to preserve wealth and minimize tax ramifications. 

It’s also important to consider the potential benefits of life insurance as a mechanism to restore an estate 
subject to taxes and preserve the value for heirs. For example, for estates greater than $10 million, the 
business owner may decide to establish an Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust (ILIT) to hold permanent 
insurance designed to pay a certain benefit amount to heirs, free of estate tax. Based on the goals of the 
family, insurance strategies can be used to replace the value lost from taxes, ensuring that hard earned 
wealth is transferred in full to future generations. 

During the fiscal cliff negotiations, estate tax exemptions were made 
permanent. This includes the ability to pass $5,430,000 per person and 
$10,860,000 per married couple free of federal estate tax as of 2015.

Tax Trends And Early Planning 

“
COMPANY CO-FOUNDER REDUCES 
CONCENTRATED STOCK POSITION

The client’s company completed a successful 
IPO event, valuing his shares in the business at 
$12.7 million.  Since the client was no longer in a 
senior management role, he was not subject to the 
reporting  requirements under Section 16.

SITUATION

G O A L S

• Maximize the after tax benefits of employer stock options 

• Reduce a concentrated stock position

• Renovate residence

• Reduce wealth transfer and estate taxes

• Early exercised options at pre-IPO valuations. Lack of        
control and marketability afforded additional discounts 
that resulted in substantial tax benefits (capital gains vs. 
ordinary income) 

• Reduced concentrated stock position by implementing 
a diversification program based on a series of price 
points and milestones agreed upon during the planning 
process. Result was a tax efficient monetization plan to 
raise capital and diversify but still participate in potential 
upside of the company

• Set up a credit line account, allowing the client to 
borrow against the concentrated stock position and pay 
down the loan as the stock liquidated in order to fund 
residence renovations. 

• Brought in outside legal counsel to set up a series 
of rolling GRATs, into which we moved shares of his 
company stock to manage wealth transfer to his 
children. The result was a substantial gift to children 
free of gift and estate tax. Lifetime exclusions were 
maintained for future planning purposes. 

S O L U T I O N S
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A wide range of strategies and tools are available before a liquidity event occurs, and they vary based on 
the family’s lifestyle and their future and personal goals. Working with an experienced advisory team is 
critical during the early planning stages, because the missed opportunities can be substantial. Key advisors 
can work together to assist with taking advantage of the best options early in the process and sheltering 
wealth to achieve future financial goals. 

PRE-LIQUIDITY VALUATION

For liquidity events, successful planning starts before you are certain a transaction will occur. While personal 
planning doesn’t change the actual business, it does allow for the significant shareholder to take advantage 
of valuation discounts for lack of marketability and control, thus increasing the attractiveness of early gift 
and tax planning. For example, in a pre-liquidity valuation, stock is usually evaluated at a lower price when 
compared to the eventual sale or IPO price. Shareholder preferences, illiquidity, and lack of control all 
contribute to the shareholders ability to take additional discounts on the listed pre-liquidity evaluation — 
making transfers to heirs, trusts, and other family members even more effective due to the lower basis. 

Obtaining an outside independent appraisal is useful in determining fair value of gifting and other strategies.  
Given the available illiquidity discounts and lack of control aspects noted above, there are good reasons to 
pay the additional cost of obtaining an independent appraisal in order to take advantage of these discounts 
and therefore obtain an even lower valuation for personal planning purposes. 

Working with an experienced advisory team is critical during the early 
planning stages, because the missed opportunities can be substantial.

Sheltering Wealth Through  
Early Planning 

COMPANY CEO TRANSFERS WEALTH 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF FAMILY MEMBERS 
AND FUTURE GENERATIONS 

Having successfully started and sold a previous 
business, this client didn’t need all of the capital she 
was projected to receive in a second liquidity event.
Instead, she was focused on maximizing the transfer 
value to her family on this second go around.

GOALS
• Reduce estate and gift tax ramifications 

• Benefit family members, beyond just immediate family 

• Create a legacy that can extend for generations 

• Guarantee a certain dollar amount is transferred to her children 

S O L U T I O N SSITUATION: 
• Coordinated the completion of an independent 

appraisal and helped the client claim valuation 
discounts for lack of control and marketability that 
took an already discounted pre-transaction value even 
lower. 

 
• Gifted shares outright to a Generation Skipping 

/ Dynasty trust designed to endure and provide 
education and health care benefits to family for 
generations. 

• Completed a series of direct gifts to individual family 
members using annual exclusions

• Established Donor Advised Fund to facilitate the cli-
ent’s charitable activities

 
• Gifted cash into two Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts 

to fund life insurance policies that would guarantee a 
certain minimum dollar amount is paid directly to her 
children free of estate and gift tax

 

“
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LEVERAGED GIFTS

An individual may not want to use the $5,430,000 lifetime exclusion amount per spouse that passes free 
of gift tax, for several reasons. For example, the credit may have already been used, the individual may 
want to preserve the credit for other wealth transfer uses or the person’s net worth might be so large that 
a $5,430,000 gift will not significantly reduce taxes. In these circumstances, leveraged gifts are beneficial, 
allowing the donor to target a given amount of wealth to transfer without using up valuable exemption 
amounts.
 
In a “leveraged gift” strategy, the owner retains a portion of the gift, which reduces the equity and the gift 
tax exposure. When the value increases due to the liquidity event, so does the “equity” value of the gift that 
benefits family members. The higher appreciation allows more value to transfer to younger generations. 
This type of gift can be accomplished through Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts (GRAT) or sales to a 
Defective Grantor Trust (IDGT). Each separate approach has unique advantages and benefits. 

An individual may not want to use the $5,430,000 per spouse that 
passes free of gift tax. In these circumstances, leveraged gifts are 
beneficial, allowing the wealth to transfer without using lifetime 
exclusion amounts. 

Sheltering Wealth Through  
Early Planning 

“
CEO TRANSFERS WEALTH TO 
CHILDREN WITH GRAT

Significant ownership was accumulated by the 
CEO via vested Performance Stock Units (PSU) and 
Restricted Stock Units (RSU).  

GOALS
• Transfer wealth to children

• Maintain control of shares

• Retain present value of shares for benefit of the client/ 

transfer appreciated value to children

SOLUTIONSITUATION: 
We recommended a GRAT, offering a strategy that 
enabled the client to retain his ownership value at the time 
of funding the trust but allowed for any future appreciation 
in the shares to transfer to his children free of estate and 
gift tax. 

If the shares fail to appreciate, the client will continue 
to hold the same shares and no transfer will occur.  On 
the other hand, if shares appreciate beyond the actuarial 
annuity amount imputed in the GRAT strategy, then 
the appreciated portion will transfer to heirs, with the 
remaining principal amount returned to the client.  With 
today’s low interest rates, even a modest rate of share 
appreciation could result in significant dollars transferred. 
If shares are sold while still held by the GRAT, the client 
retains the ability to pay any applicable capital gains tax 
without the tax payment being classified as a gift.  Thus a 
larger amount can be transferred to heirs.
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GRANTOR RETAINED ANNUITY TRUST (GRAT)

A GRAT allows the owner to transfer assets in exchange for an annuity. The annuity is payable over a 
specific period of time and the annuity amount is calculated so the present value is equal to the value of 
the property placed in trust. As a result, no gift tax is due. Present-value calculations are based on the IRS 
prevailing interest rate. When stock is transferred and it appreciates in excess of the annuity amount, the 
excess amount remains in trust for the beneficiaries and is transferred free of gift and estate tax.  

SALE TO INTENTIONALLY DEFECTIVE GRANTOR TRUST (IDGT)

A sale to a IDGT can also be established to benefit family members. Once the trust is set up, it purchases 
shares from the owner at fair market value. The donor receives a note from the trust with a specific interest 
rate. The original shareholder is treated as owning the asset sold to the trust, and therefore interest 
payments and principal on the note are not taxable. 

The transaction is not treated as a gift as long as the interest rate is at least equal to prevailing rates 
published by the IRS. When stock appreciates beyond the debt payments, including interest and principle, 
the excess remains in the trust and passes to heirs free of gift and estate taxes.  

The creator of the GRAT and defective grantor trust is responsible for paying income and capital gains tax. 
However, this allows the full pretax value of trust assets to build, while the owner’s estate is depleted by the 
amount of taxes paid. Both the GRAT and defective grantor trust have distinct benefits, and pre-liquidity 
is the ideal time to implement these strategies, especially for an IPO event on the sale of a business. 
Significantly higher public market valuations have the ability to produce a large wealth transfer. 

Sheltering Wealth Through  
Early Planning 
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While it’s true that more opportunities exist during the pre-liquidity planning stage, there is still plenty to 
accomplish after the transaction is complete. The best approach depends on the type of transaction — 
such as the all-cash deal, stock deal or IPO event — and the actions taken before the liquidity event. 

ALL-CASH DEAL  

An all-cash deal may limit some of the planning opportunities; however, there are still opportunities to 
shelter wealth from taxation. For example, in cases of closely held businesses, there can be significant 
value in evaluating the ownership structure of the business. Depending on the potential exit, it can 
make sense to re-organize in advance of a deal. In cases where this is not an option, Taking advantage 
of retirement and deferred compensation contributions can be leveraged to protect wealth and drive 
down taxable income. Individuals should also consider any charitable inclinations, such as establishing a 
Family Foundation or Donor Advised Fund, Charitable Remainder Trust or outright gifts to charity. These 
strategies serve a dual benefit because they can provide a significant tax benefit while at the same time 
accomplishing a social benefit to the donor and his or her designated charities.

After the liquidity event, advisors can also evaluate how money is being held to limit tax exposure. For 
example, there may be capital gains exemptions available for deal proceeds used to purchase another 
qualifying small business. 

STOCK DEAL

For a stock deal, it’s important to understand the ramifications of holding stock that is now public. 
Evaluations of private companies are infrequent and the shares are generally illiquid, but that changes 
when the company becomes public. A public company becomes subject to daily valuations — and 
because of this, fluctuations in net worth will be substantial. Therefore, a decision must be made about 
how much stock to hold and how much to sell. It’s a difficult balance to strike when evaluating the desire 
to preserve hard earned wealth but maintain participation in the upside of the business.  However, not 
diversifying the shares when given the chance could be a significant mistake. Proper planning will help to 
mitigate this risk. 

A public company is subject to daily valuations — and because 
of this, fluctuations in net worth will be substantial. Therefore, a 
decision must be made about how much stock to hold and how much 
to sell.

After The Event:  
Post-Liquidity Considerations 

“
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HEDGING STRATEGIES

Depending on the shareholder’s position within the company, hedging a position may be possible. Hedging 
can provide a specific amount of protection from downside risk — but will also cap some of the upside. 
This is most commonly achieved through a “collar.” For example, let’s say a stock is valued at $100 and 
the goal is to avoid participating in any losses below $90. In exchange for applying protection against any 
moves underneath $90, the stock owner is allowed only a certain amount of upside, $15 of upside in this 
example. So if the stock rallies up to $115, the stock owner receives the benefit; however, after the $115 
mark nothing further is earned. The result is a locked in valuation range and a deferral of an actual sale.

Some hedging strategies also give shareholders the ability to receive cash without actually selling the 
stock. Generally referred to as monetization collars, this approach involves having the stockholder 
enter into a collar transaction as described above and at the same time entitles the holder to receive a 
lump sum of cash in the form of a loan from that locked in equity value.  These borrowed funds can be 
withdrawn and used for whatever purpose the owner chooses, such as paying off debt or purchasing a 
home or even investing in a diversified portfolio of securities. Additionally, withdrawing without selling 
reduces tax liability at the present point, with the assumption that tax liability might be lower in the 
future. 

Other hedging strategies to consider post-liquidity for stock deals involves establishing a “put position,” 
which appreciates in value if the stock value declines, thus offsetting some of the losses. This strategy 
comes with some expense, though, since it’s essentially buying insurance on the stock. 

EXCHANGE FUNDS

This is another tool that assists with diversifying concentrated holdings. It’s essentially a partnership, 
comprised of holders from, a number of different companies that combine holdings to create a diversified 
portfolio. All investors contribute shares to the fund and own a piece of the entire pool of assets, compared 
with owning just their initial stock. Contribution to the exchange fund is not a taxable event, given that 
specific conditions are met. 

For example, a certain portion of the exchange fund’s portfolio must consist of assets other than stock, 
securities or other named categories of assets. The result is a tax-deferred diversification of the investor’s 
holdings. Investors should be prepared to maintain the exchange fund for at least several years, because 
distribution before that may be taxable. 

After The Event:  
Post-Liquidity Considerations 
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IPO EVENT 
Once a company goes public, shareholders will be subject to lockup, which is an agreement between the 
business and investment bank taking the organization public. The agreement states that shares cannot be 
sold within a specific period of days after the IPO event, usually 180 days. Once the contract is fulfilled and 
the lockup has expired, shares are generally free to be sold in the marketplace. 

Most of the strategies articulated in the preceding “stock deal” section are available at this point. For 
example, stock can be sold or hedged, or a monetization collar strategy can be used. Executives should also 
consider diversifying concentrated holdings and strategies focused on minimizing current taxation. 

CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS (CRT) 

CRTs are a common tax-deferral technique—especially with investors focused on combining charitable 
giving with tax-deferred diversification. The CRT pays an annual distribution to a beneficiary. When the 
CRT is established, the donor receives a charitable donation deduction that is equal to the present value 
of the charity’s expected remainder interest. All income earned by the CRT is untaxed until distribution to 
the beneficiary occurs. 

The holder of stock can sell the shares, not pay capital gains and re-invest the whole amount of the proceeds 
into a diversified portfolio. The diversified portfolio will remain in trust and income will be distributed 
annually to the donor. At the end of the trust term, or the donor’s life, whichever option is selected, the 
remainder value will pass to the charity or charities of the donor’s choice.

ON-GOING LEGACY
Business owner keeps company “In the Family”

SITUATION 
The client was ready to retire but also wanted to keep the  

legacy of his business ongoing. His children didn’t have an 

interest in the business. He helped develop an excellent younger 

management team.

• On-going business legacy

• Diversity out of the business that was 80% of his net worth

• Family protection

• Enjoy life

G O A L S

SOLUTIONS
• Introduce client to investment bankers that have expertise 

in lending money to management teams to buy out owners. 

 

• Have management take over business 

• Recommend low-cost term insurance as a bridge to provide 

coverage and security without substantial out of pocket 

costs until all details are worked out with the transition. 

• Help preprare client for life after work. 

After The Event:  
Post-Liquidity Considerations 
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IPO EVENT, EXECUTIVE OFFICER / SECTION 16 INSIDER 

Corporate officers of companies involved in an IPO event have an entirely different layer of restrictions. 
For example, they are subject to a level of reporting to the public whenever a transaction is made. Within 
48 hours of doing anything with stock — including gifting it, selling it or exercising options — they must 
report it. They are also subject to material insider information rules. To manage these rules, owners should 
consider special planning resources post-liquidity.

10B5-1 PLANS

Without this type of plan, owners are confined to selling or transacting company stock during “open 
windows.” This is typically three business days following an earnings announcement. To manage these 
rules and restrictions, some executives opt to use a 10b5-1 plan. These plans are filed with the SEC and 
include a stated-in-advance program with which the officer establishes some metrics inside the plan before 
relinquishing control. The plan is essentially on autopilot — with a trader associated with the selling system 
— generally based on price, number of shares and/or certain dates. Once these items are established, they 
should not be modified. Modification is only possible if it’s allowed under the insider trading policy of the 
company and the holder is within an open window.

10b5-1 plans must be adopted during an open window and generally have a cooling-off period of anywhere 
from two weeks to 90 days.

Without a 10b5-1 plan, owners are confined to selling or transacting 
company stock during “open windows.”“

THE PERSONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 Husband and wife of significant net worth in excess of $50m

SITUATION 
Complicated investment, tax, and trust structures required 

better integration amongst trusted advisors and pro-active 

communications.

• Plan for future semi-retirement / retirement lifestyle
• Minimize tax exposures / Consider change  residency
• Establish estate & trust plan forshifting assets to next generation
• Implement charitable giving strategy 

G O A L S

SOLUTIONS
• Coordinated a series of personal ‘Board of Director’s 

meetings with tax, legal, and investment advisors to 

review and recommend potential strategies around 

wealth protection and transfer.

• Prepared comprehensive personal balance sheets, estate 

planning flow charts, and income statements for use in 

evaluating before and after planning scenarios.

• Held a series of financial education meetings to better 

prepare the next generation for future wealth transfers.

• Facilitated establishment of private family foundation for 

use in generational philanthropic endeavors. 

After The Event:  
Post-Liquidity Considerations 
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INSIDER TRADING POLICIES

After the transaction is complete, an understanding of insider trading policies becomes important. This can 
include restrictions on how stock is sold and whether hedging is allowed. An experienced advisor can help 
the owner navigate concerns and questions involving corporate insider trading policies.

A liquidity event is a milestone of success. Owners and executives work hard to build a business, and 
closing a transaction brings that hard work full circle. Moving forward, individuals should continue to 
reassess and monitor strategies executed before and after the liquidity event, to ensure that the strategies 
are performing as expected and to make any necessary adjustments to reflect changing goals and plans for 
the future. 

Regardless of your stage in the process, whether it’s pre-liquidity, post-liquidity or somewhere in between, 
HighTower can lead the process to ensure that all the important details are taken care of — from start to 
finish. For more information, please call MK Wealth Management.

MK WEALTH MANAGEMENT
445 Broad Hollow Road, Suite 332 | Melville, NY 11747
Office: (631) 760-7636 | Fax: (631) 794-2666
www.hightoweradvisors.com/mk

MARK KRAVIETZ,  CFP ®,  CIMA ®,  CEPA
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*Disclaimer and Methodology 

The statements included herein are the opinions of the authors and are not intended to be statements of fact.  

Such opinions are derived from the research of the author and from third party sources that are believed to be 
reliable but cannot be verified or guaranteed. 

All of the opinions and views herein are as of the date of this publication and no obligation to update is undertaken 
or should be inferred.

HighTower does not provide legal or tax services. Any tax references made herein are merely hypothetical 
references. Please consult a professional to discuss your particular tax situation. 

Case studies are from previous scenarios and do not  necessarily reflect future results.

Securities offered through HighTower Securities, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC/MSRB, HighTower Advisors, LLC is 
a SEC registered investment adviser. 2361150-2014.04


